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S TO RY:  T I F FA N Y A DA M S
P H OTO G R A P H Y:  N A N C Y N O L A N

AS BRANDY AND 
RICHARD HARP SETTLE 

IN TO THE SIXTH 
HOME THEY’VE BUILT 
TOGETHER FOR THEIR 
FAMILY, THEY REFLECT 
ON HOW THEIR STYLE 

AND NEEDS HAVE 
EVOLVED 

HOME
The Evolution of
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BEST LAID PLANS
Richard admits to drawing the 

plan for the home multiple 
times. “When we build one 

house, all those unused ideas 
that we really like but don’t 

have a place for in that house, 
we put toward the next house,” 
Richard says. “We were only in 

our previous home for a couple 
months when we drew the plan 
for this house and pocketed it—
and it stayed pocketed for many 

years.” When the time was 
right, the draft for this home 

was reopened and finished 
to match the family’s current 
needs and tastes. Originally, 

the design included stonework 
on the front façade; however, 
stone was traded for painted 

brick, and a pool and pool house 
were installed at the back of the 

home’s multi-level lot. 

These desires led to a timeless design in terms 
of both architecture and interior furnishings. “You 
can’t look at this house and tell when it was built. 
We kind of patterned it after homes from the 1930s 
and ’40s. The architecture in here is what builders 
would’ve been capable of in the ’30s and ’40s; For 
example, the trim is not overstated, the cabinets 
are fairly simple. Nothing is period specific but 
everything is clean,” Richard says. 

Being in the home industry, it’s inevitable the 
couple’s residence serves as a model home for many 
of their clients. “We were able to build this house 
because we have a great group of vendors who we 

work with on a daily basis, and we are incredibly 
grateful for them,” Richard says. “When clients come 
here now, almost invariably, they will find some aspect 
of this house they want to replicate in their own: from 
paint color on the exterior to the floors to the layout 
of the master bath, or something in the kitchen or on 
the back patio. Things that are generally nondescript 
but that they pull out and want to use,” he adds. 

As for their own plans to reinvent the place they 
call home once more, Brandy says, “Before kids we 
were pretty mobile. Now we have a cocktail napkin 
agreement that we’re going to stay here until our kids 
graduate—but we’ll see.”
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MADE FOR 
EVERYDAY USE

Equally chic and 
comfortable, the living 
room is the home’s 
number one hangout—
whether for just the 
family of four or when 
they are entertaining 
a crowd. Brandy notes 
the room also includes 
personal touches, such 
as a pair of paintings 
on either side of the 
mantel by artist Ashley 
Jones Schwander, a 
friend of the Harps. 
“We wanted a piece 
of her art in our home 
and commissioned her 
to create these two,” 
Brandy says. 

Sherwin 
Williams’ 
“Neutral
Ground”
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PREP SPACE
A butler’s pantry connects the kitchen and dining 
room, providing storage for entertaining wares and 
additional countertop space for preparing party 
bites and cocktails. Glass-front cabinetry featuring 
a fretwork motif echoes the streamlined design of 
the kitchen while offering a functionally stylish way 
to display favorite glassware. 

—Tobi Fairley, Designer

“We used a lot of traditional shapes and 
motifs in this house, because a really 

modern or transitional style wouldn’t fit 
them. But we made it monochromatic to 

keep it light and relaxing.” 
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A mudroom, 
the perfect 

drop zone for 
backpacks, 

connects the 
kitchen and 

homework 
station.

CHERISHED PIECES
“The Harps’ home is the perfect marriage of pieces they already had blended with new,” Tobi says. Case in point, the 
dining room where a table and chairs Brandy and Richard bought shortly after they were married was updated with a 
coat of paint and new fabric. “It’s nothing special … but it represents a piece of our family. It’s where our holidays are 
spent. Lots of memories that we’ve built over the years have been made around that table,” Brandy says. “Richard 
lost both of his grandparents—who played a pivotal role in his life—recently, and we remember his grandfather 
saying grace over that table,” she adds. Contemporary yet warm faux bois-style wallpaper envelops the room while a 
geometric print rug and a piece of art from Tobi’s collection with Soicher Marin complement the design. 

GREEN WITH BEAUTY  
A small home office, located 

just off the kitchen, serves 
as a homework space for the 

Harp children. “We wanted 
this space to have energy and 
feel light-hearted,” Tobi says. 
A geometric-print wallpaper 

covers the ceiling while 
Thibaut’s “Nemour” floral 
print, seen on the Roman 

shade and tack board, softens 
the room. Doors conceal files 

and supplies, while vintage-
look, green glass knobs and 

modern chairs adhere to the 
home’s mix of old and new.
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ALL TOGETHER NOW
“We entertain a fair 
amount, so part of our wish 
list was a working area that 
we can still live in,” Richard 
says of the kitchen that 
opens to both the living 
room and breakfast nook. 
“People always want to 
congregate in the kitchen 
but this invites the kitchen 
into so many other public 
areas of the space, so you 
can have a fair number of 
people in this house and 
not run into each other,” 
he adds. For the design, 
Tobi paired quartzite 
countertops and a glazed 
ceramic tile backsplash with 
brass finishes for a layer 
of polish that blends with 
slightly more contemporary 
elements such as the 
barstools, which feature a 
geometric print—a design 
element that is repeated 
throughout much of the 
home. “Again, it’s that mix 
of traditional and new,” 
Tobi says. “The brass gives 
it a warm feel, but the gray 
feels updated and current.” 

The open floor plan allows conversation to flow from the 
kitchen to the living room with ease and means the family 
can go straight from dinner to game night (Monopoly is a 

favorite pastime!) with little transition. 
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DINING IN
Richard worked with local 

furniture maker Tommy Farrell 
on the design for the family’s 

breakfast table. Bamboo chairs 
are covered in a vinyl fabric for 

easy cleaning. Tobi notes the 
addition of the feminine shade and 
drapery panels soften the kitchen 

and dining table’s hard surfaces.  
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CALMING TREND
The bed and bedside tables were pieces the 
Harps already owned and Tobi had painted 
in the cream, white, and gray palette to work 
in the new master bedroom. The designer 
notes the mix of scale and motif (as seen in 
the patterns on the linens and carpet) is a nod 
back to the couple’s traditional roots, while the 
choice of a geometric-print carpet is another 
example of the home’s modern influences.

Buddy, the family dog 
and a frequent visitor 
on many of Richard’s 
jobsites, approves of 
the master bedroom’s 
serene hues and 
comfortable linens. 
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HER DOMAIN
Richard designed the master closet as a special gift 
for Brandy, and it has become a concept he repeats 
in many of his new builds for clients. Tobi helped to 
finish out the space with the same neutral hues seen 
in the master suite along with a pop of feminine 
fuchsia seen on the two side benches. “Everything is 
concealed behind doors, so it never feels cluttered 
or messy—it’s all streamlined and organized,” Tobi 
says. Roman shades allow natural light into the 
room—a helpful addition for selecting and matching 
clothing—but pull down easily to close for privacy.

SPACIOUS SPA
“Richard loved playing with the design 
of the columns,” Tobi says. “Their last 
bath had columns but it was a different, 
very traditional look with capitals.” 
The columns here create a grand 
entrance to the open shower, which 
harks back to the couple’s desire for 
a low-maintenance home because it 
requires no glass cleaning. The entire 
space is wrapped in white subway 
tile. “It gives it the room the feel of a 
Manhattan apartment,” Tobi says of the 
application. “I never get tired of subway 
tile; it can instantly create a spa-like 
atmosphere and makes this bath feel 
very clean and fresh.” 

Design Resources
CONTRACTOR Richard Harp, Richard Harp Homes DRAFTSMAN Jim Johnston INTERIOR DESIGN Tobi Fairley, Tobi Fairley Interior Design LANDSCAPE DESIGN Better 
Lawns & Gardens APPLIANCES Metro Appliances & More ART Ashley Jones Schwander and Tobi Fairley Interior Design BEDDING Laura’s Draperies and Blinds and Mountjoy’s 
Custom Draperies CABINETRY Capitol Custom Cabinets CARPET AND TILE (KITCHEN BACKSPLASH) ProSource of Little Rock FIREPLACES Royal Hearth and Home 
FABRICS, FIXTURES, AND WALLPAPER Tobi Fairley Interior Design FLOORING (HARDWOODS) Champion Wood Floor Design FURNITURE Tommy Farrell Custom Furniture 
and Tobi Fairley Interior Design HARDWARE PC Hardware MILLWORK Victor Rivera PAINT Sherwin-Williams POOL Elite Pools by Aloha RUGS ProSource of Little Rock and 
Tobi Fairley Interior Design WINDOW COVERINGS Mountjoy’s Custom Draperies WINDOWS Windows, Doors & More
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